
Reply Letter

Response to Reviewer #1

REVIEWER # 1

We must thank Reviewer #1 for providing us with useful comments for improving the quality

of the paper. We have gone through the comments and have made revisions accordingly.

Comments to the Author

Predictive Network. Through experiments, it can be confirmed that the model has

some improvements in middle intensity rainfall prediction. However, there are still

some problems need to be solved:

1. The mechanism of RAB and RAM improving the prediction accuracy of middle intensity rainfall

rather than other rainfall is not explained.

Reply: Thanks for your question. From tables 3, we can find that the HSS and CSI of those

models with RAB and RAM (RAP − Cellx, RAP − Cellh, RAP-Cell) are higher than the PredRNN

model in the lowest threshold 5dBZ, which shows that RAB and RAM also can improve the accuracy

in other rainfall.

2. The X�2, X�T−1, X�T in Figure 1 is not explained.

Reply: Thanks for pointing it. We have added explanations about X�2, X�T−1, X�T as follows:

“At any timestamp t, model predicts a radar map X�t+1 at the next timestamp t+1 according to

the current radar map Xt and historical radar sequence X0:t.”

The details can be found in line 86 on page 3.

3. The authors mention the improvement of RAM parameter performance, but lack discussion

of RAB performance. In RAB, the global information is strengthened by self-attention mechanism,

which brings more computation and parameters, and improves the prediction accuracy. Compared

with the increase of computation, does this increase in accuracy meet expectation?

Reply: Thanks your question. In the subsection of ablation study, we discuss both of RAB and

RAM as follows:

“To investigate the influence of various modules, we conduct an ablation study to discuss the

effectiveness of Region Attention Block to the current input and the last hidden state. The result



of evaluations is shown in Tables 3 and 4. RAP − Cellx and RAP − Cellh denote the PredRNN

model embedding the RAB into the input and hidden state, respectively. RAP-Cell model is the

combination of RAP − Cellx and RAP − Cellh, and can also be regarded as RAP-Net without RAM.

The results of RAP − Cellx and RAP − Cellh , are higher than PredRNN, which shows the

advantage of introducing Region Attention Block. Specially, the RAP − Cellh, significantly

reduces the error according to MAE. Besides, the HSS, CSI and SSIM of RAP-Cell have significant

improvements particularly when threshold τ is 40dBZ, which implies that RAB simultaneously

employed in the input and hidden state contributes to the prediction in the heavy rainfall regions.

Moreover, by comparing the RAP-Cell and RAP-Net, we find that the RAM can enhance the

accuracy of nowcasting especially in the area with middle-intensity rainfall.

Similarly, we also plot Figure 9 to show experimental results of all models against different nowcast

lead times. We can see that RAP-Net delivers more promising result when the threshold increases,

which demonstrates the effectiveness of combining RAB and RAM in terms of long-term prediction

in high reflectivity area. The performance of RAM can be shown by comparing RAP-Cell and

RAP-Net. We notice that the introduction of RAM can improve the prediction in the region of

middle rainfall intensity. Besides, RAP − Cellx and RAP − Cellh embed RAB in the current input

and the hidden state, respectively. Their performance is better than the original model PredRNN,

especially in 20dBZ threshold. It shows the superiority of RAB. “

The details can be found in line 233 on page 14..

In the application of precipitation nowcasting, the predictions need to be generated within six

minutes. Because the observed radar echo map is generated every six minutes. Therefore, the

computation only satisfies a requirement that the time cost should be lower than six minutes.

As for the proposed model, the generation of predictions only cost 1s. The increase of computation

does not cause influence the precipitation nowcasting.

4. In Figure 3, what are the specific advantages of regional attention similarity matrix over other

attention?

Reply: Thanks for your question. Figure3 shows three types of attention methods. Traditional

attention similarity in Figure3 (a) compares the difference between pixels. The attention similarity

from Vision Transformer in Figure3 (b) compares the difference between regions with fixed size

and position. The attention similarity from Region Attention (ours) in Figures (c) compares the

difference between regions with flexible size and position. Considering that the shape reflectivity

of radar echo is irregular and distributed in different places, attention manner in our method can

capture the correlation between the different radar echoes better. Therefore, proposed region

attention has a better spatiotemporal ability. Besides, we have directly shown specific advantages

of regional attention similarity matrix in our manuscript as follows:



“Traditional attention mechanism calculates in Figure 3 (a) the similarity between different pixels

and the attention manner in from Vision Transformer in Figure 3 (b) compares different regions

in fixed location. Different from both, the attention similarity from Region Attention (ours) in

Figure 3 (c) compares the difference between regions with flexible size and position. Due to the

irregular shape of radar echo and different distribution, RAB can capture the correlation between

the different radar echoes better. Therefore, the introduction of this block can improve the

spatiotemporal ability of model.

The details can be found in line 148 on page 8.

5. Page 7 Line 128, “…Qs ∈ RB×N×c∗h∗w, Ks ∈ RB×N×c∗h∗w and Vs ∈ RB×N×c∗h∗w are

fed…”. What does tensor range mean?

Reply: Thanks for your question. The types of the above tensors (Qs, Ks, Vs) all belong to real

numbers (R), Their size of these tensors all are [ B × N × c ∗ h ∗ w ] with three dimensions.

6. Please give the specific parameters of RAB and RAM.

Reply: Thanks for your advice, we have offered the specific parameter of RAB and RAM as follows:

“It utilizes four layers RAP-Units as shown in Figure 1 and the parameters setting of each RAP-Unit

are shown in Table 1.”

The details can be found on page 10.



7. Page 8 Line 159. The authors regard Xh
1 as Kc and Vc, then regard H'tas Qc. Please

explain the reason for this.

Reply: Thanks for your question. The original output of RAP-Cell (H't) does not include long-term

spatiotemporal representation because its update only utilizes the feature maps at the last time.

To extract long-term spatiotemporal representation, we propose Recall Attention Mechanism (RAM)

to retrieve the information of Xh
l which convoluted from all inputs sequences Xh

l−1. From the

equation (7), we can see Vc can be extracted according to the f(Qc, KcT), where Qc decide how

to explore the Vc by dot-producing with Kc. Therefore, by RAM, the original output of RAP-Cell

(H't) can capture long-term spatiotemporal information. To explain the reason, we have added

some explanation in our manuscript as follows:

“From Eq. 7, we can see that the Vc can be extracted according to the f(Qc, KcT), where Qc

decides how to explore the Vc by dot-producing with Kc. Therefore, in lth layer, the original

output H't
l of RAP-Cell can be regarded as query Qcto explore long-term spatiotemporal

representations Xh
l that is key Kc and value Vc.”

The details can be found in line 168 on page 8.

8. Page 8 Line 163. “…the new output Ht has recalled all original historical representation and

long-term dependencies can be effectively preserved. Besides, the size of the long-memory feature

map Xh is fixed at any time.” The reason why self-attention can achieve this effect is not

explained.

Reply: Thanks for your question. We have added some content to explain why Ht can recall

all original historical representation as follows:

“From Eq. 7, we can see that the Vc can be extracted according to the f(Qc, KcT), where Qc

decides how to explore the Vc by dot-producing with Kc. Therefore, in lth layer, the original



output H't
l of RAP-Cell can be regarded as query Qcto explore long-term spatiotemporal

representations Xh
l that is key Kc and value Vc.”

The details can be found in line 168 on page 8.

Besides, the fixed size of the long-memory feature map Xh at any time has no relationship with

self-attention. Because the size of Xh is predefined and corresponding content at different

timestamps are fed into Xh. We have added the explanation as follows:

“Because the size of Xh is predefined and corresponding content at different timestamps are fed

into Xh”

The details can be found in line 172 on page 8.

9. As for RAM having more advantages than the recall mechanism of EIDETIC 3D LSTM, the

paper lacks important experiment to prove it.

Reply: Thanks for your advice. We have added an experiment about EIDETIC 3D LSTM applied

in precipitation nowcasting in Tables 2 as follows::

Besides, we have added the result of E3D-LSTM in Figure 6 as follows:



Moreover, the new visualization results are shown in Figure 7 as follows:



10. What is the resolution of the image processed before experiments?

Reply: Thanks for your question. The resolution of image is 101 x 101. We have added this

description as follows:

“Each sequence contains 15 continual observations within 90 minutes, where the spatial and

temporal resolution of each map is 101 x 101 and six minutes, respectively.”

The details can be found in 180 lines on page 9.

Minor comments:



1. Page 3 Line 85, “It utilizes the structure of PredRNN …”. When the abstract and previous

part have been around ConvRNN method, PredRNN is mentioned here. Is it possible to explain

the relationship between them?

Reply: Thanks for your question. The ConvRNN is the general name for a series of algorithms

that combines convolution and recurrent neural networks. Here PredRNN is a classical method in

ConvRNN.

2. Page 11 Line 202, “… which implies the Region Attention can improve …”. Is it possible

to write RAB and RAM together, not just Region Attention?

Reply: Thanks for your advice. We have modified this sentence as follows:

“Nevertheless its performance is poor in the highest threshold (40dBZ), which implies the RAB

and RAM can improve the prediction in the area with high radar echo compared to traditional

attention mechanism.”

The details can be found in line 215 on page 14.



Response to Reviewer #2

REVIEWER # 2

We must thank Reviewer #2 for providing us with useful comments to improve this article. We

have gone through the comments and made revisions accordingly.

Comments to the Author

The paper describes a RAP-Net network that can be used for radar echo extrapolation.

Experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of this method. The authors are suggested to

supplement the experimental comparison of high-intensity echoes.

Reply: hanks for your advice. The performance of RAP-Net in high-intensity echoes can be

represented from three aspects. Firstly, from the evaluation metrics in Table 2, the HSS and CSI

of RAP-Net in the highest thresholds (40dBZ) are higher than other models. Secondly, from Figures

6 (e) and (f), the predictions of RAP-Net keep the best HSS and CSI in 40 dBZ under most

of the lead time. Especially, in the last prediction, the HSS and CSI of RAP-Net are obviously

higher than other models. Finally, from Figure 7, we can see that only the RAP-Net model predicts

color regions. It implies that the proposed model predicts better than other models in heavy rainfall

areas. The above three observations jointly confirm that our model is better in high thresholds.

The table 2, Figure 6, and Figure 7 can be respectively shown as follows:







Response to Reviewer #3

REVIEWER # 3

We must thank Reviewer #3 for providing us with useful comments to improve this article. We

have gone through the comments and made revisions accordingly.

Comments to the Author

To predict weather radar image sequences, the authors propose the model RAP-Net that add

attention modules (RAB and RAM) in a ConvRNN model, in order to improve forecasting in the

area with heavy rainfall (RAB) and improve the long-term spatiotemporal representation ability

(RAM).

1. In general, rainfall intensity is classified as light, moderate and heavy (AMS glossary “Rain”:

https://glossary.ametsoc.org/wiki/Rain), not as “strong” (line 7) or “middle” (lines 10, 44,

53 and 243). Please fix this throughout the text.

Reply: Thanks for your advice. We have fixed in our manuscript.

2. In line 22, what are the limitations of the traditional approach you are referring to？

Reply: Thanksfor your question. As the previous sentence says, the limitation of traditional

methods is that they do not exploit abundant historical observations as follows:

“However, these methods do not exploit abundant historical observations.”

The details can be found in line 22 on page 1.

3. In line 39, the sentence “where the similar semantics gathered in the same tensor.”

sounds incomplete.

Reply: Thanks for pointing it. We have rewritten it as follows:

“RAB classifies each feature map into equal-sized tensors and each tensor gatherers a similar

semantic.”

The details can be found in line 38 on page 2.

4. I suggest reviewing all equations to simplify the notation and unify the letters of all equations

(sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4):

a. The notation adopted by the terms of equations is confusing (sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4):

1. In line 89, what are the letters “l” and “h” in Xh
l ?

2. Is Xh
l = Xt?



3. Etc.

Reply: Thanks for your question. Here, the “l” indicates the number of layers. In the bottom

layer, Xh
l is the result after convolution by historical input sequences X0:t. In the other layers,

the Xh
l is the result after convolution by the Xh

l−1. Therefore, the Xh
l is not Xt. We have added

some explanations in our manuscript as follows:

“Similarly, in the lth layer, the input of the long-memory hidden state is the Xh
l . In the bottom

layer, Xh
l is the result after convolution by historical input sequences X0:t. In the other layers,

theXh
l is the result after convolution by the Xh

l−1. By RAM, the long-term historical representation

can be delivered to the next layer.”

The details can be found in line 173 on page 8.

b. The equations in lines 109, 100 and 110 do not reflect Fig.2, and vice-versa. The

scheme shown in Fig. 2 should also be reviewed with respect to connections.

Reply: Thanks for pointing it. We have corrected errors in equation 2 and Fig.2 as follows:



The details can be found on page 4.

c. In line 157, when you say “RAP-Cell” do you mean “RAB”? Same in Figure 5, how

does “RAM” use “RAP”? (Conflict with Figure 2 and the following equations).

Reply: Thanks for your question. In this paper, we propose two submodules. They are RAB and

RAM. By embedding these two submodules, the RAP unit is built as Figure 2 shown. In other

words, the RAP unit contains the RAM and RAB. The new equation (2) reflects the calculating

process of the RAP unit as Figure 2 shown. The new equation (2) and Figure 2 are shown as

follows:



Besides, RAP-Cell is the RAP unit without the RAM sub-module. Here, we use Figure 5 to

explain how to introduce RAM into the proposed predicted unit. To clear it, we give the explanation

of RAP-Cell in the caption of Figure 5 as follows:

The details can be found on page 9.

5. At the beginning of section 3.3, part of the text is missing, perhaps comments on Figures

3a and 3b.

Reply: Thanksfor pointing it. We have added some content about Figures 3 (a) and 3 (b) as follows:

“Traditional attention mechanism calculates in Figure 3 (a) the similarity between different pixels

and the attention manner in from Vision Transformer in Figure 3 (b) compares different regions



in fixed location. Different from both, the attention similarity from Region Attention (ours) in

Figure 3 (c) compares the difference between regions with flexible size and position. Due to the

irregular shape of radar echo and different distribution, RAB can capture the correlation between

the different radar echoes better. Therefore, the introduction of this block can improve the

spatiotemporal ability of model.”

The details can be found in line 148 on page 8.

6. In section 4.1, please describe the dataset: data type, variable, instrument; rain or reflectivity;

time period, etc.?

Reply: Thanks for your advice. The dataset comes from the CIKM AnalytiCup2017 competition.

These radar echo maps are collected by Doppler radar equipment. The type of data is an integer

and each value “p” in an image has been linearly transformed. Therefore, the reflectivity (dBZ)

in each position can be achieved by follows equation:

dBZ = p ×
95
255

− 10

Here, each sample contains 15 continual radar echo maps and covers 90 minuts time period.

Finally, these data can be available in:

https://tianchi.aliyun.com/competition/entrance/231596/information

We have added these content as follows:

“The dataset is collected from the CIKM AnalytiCup2017 competition. which covers the whole

area of Shenzhen city, China. For convenience, we name this public dataset to RadarCIKM.

RadarCIKM has a training set and test set with 10,000 and 4,000 sequences, respectively. There

are 2,000 sequences randomly sampled from the training set to build the validation set. Each

sequence contains 15 continual observations within 90 minutes, where the spatial and temporal

resolution of each map is 101 $\times$ 101 and six minutes, respectively. The range of each

pixel is from 0 to 255 and each pixel denotes 1km x 1km. Moreover, the pixel value can be

converted to radar reflectivity (dBZ) by the following equation:

dBZ = p ×
95
255

− 10

Then, the rainfall intensity can be obtained by the radar reflectivity (dBZ) and Z-R relationship:

dBZ = 10 log a + 10b log R
where the R is rain-rate level, a=58.53,b=1.56.”

The details can be found in line 178 on page 9.

7. The equation 8 (page 10) is not a Z-R relation; it looks like a scale conversion. The Z-R

relation is in the form of a power law z = aRb.
Reply: Thanks for pointing this mistake, we have corrected this error as follows:

https://tianchi.aliyun.com/competition/entrance/231596/information


“Moreover, the pixel value can be converted to radar reflectivity (dBZ) by the following equation:

dBZ = p ×
95
255

− 10

Then, the rainfall intensity can be obtained by the radar reflectivity (dBZ) and Z-R relationship:

dBZ = 10 log a + 10b log R
where the R is rain-rate level, a=58.53,b=1.56.”

The details can be found in line 182 on page 9.

8. In section 4.2, you should inform the range of the evaluation metrics.

Reply: Thanksfor your advice. The range of HSS, CSI, and SSIM is [0, 1]. Besides, the range

of MAE is [0, ∞]. We have added it in our manuscript as follows:

“Here, the range of HSS, CSI and SSIM is [0,1]. The range of MAE is [0,+∞].”

The details can be found in line 199 on page 11.

9. In line 190, with “SST-LSTM” do you mean “RAP-Net”?

Reply: Thanks for pointing this mistake. The SST-LSTM is RAP-Net, we have corrected it as

follows:

“The loss function combines the L1 and L2 to train RAP-Net.”

The details can be found in line 204 on page 11.

10. Are the results in Tables 1 to 4 calculated over the entire test set?

Reply: Thanks for your question. Yes, the results in Tables 1 to 4 are calculated over the entire

test set.

11. You should consider joining Table 1 with 2 and 3 with 4.

Reply: Thanks for your advice. We have joined the Tables 1 with 2 to Table 2, and Tables

3 with 4 to Table 3 as follows:



The details can be found on page 11 and 16.

12. In line 195 “Besides, the proposed model has significant superiority especially for the

nowcasting in heavy rainfall regions. Because…” you should join these sentences.

Reply: Thanks for your advice. We have explained some statements by giving the specific

experimental results. For example,

“Nevertheless, its performance is poor in the highest threshold (40dBZ), which implies the RAB

and RAM can improve the prediction in the area with high radar echo compared to traditional

attention mechanism. Because the main difference between the RAP-Net and SA-ConvLSTM is

that they introduce different attention sub modules”

The details can be found in line 215 on page 14.

13. In line 199, what is the execution time of each compared model: PredRNN, PredRNN++

and RAP-Net?

Reply: Thanks for your question. The execution time of each compared model such as PredRNN,

PredRNN++, and RAP-Net is several seconds, which is enough satisfy the time requirement of

precipitation nowcasting. Because the interval between radar echo images at adjacent times is



6 minutes, which means, as for any model, predictions of all models all can be generated before

inputting the next radar echo map.

14. In line 215, please give more arguments to state that your model is better in high thresholds .

Reply: Thanks for your suggestion. The performance of RAP-Net in high thresholds can be

represented from three aspects. Firstly, from the evaluation metrics in Table 2, the HSS and CSI

of RAP-Net in the highest thresholds (40dBZ) are higher than other models. Secondly, from Figures

6 (e) and (f), the predictions of RAP-Net keep the best HSS and CSI in 40 dBZ under most

of the lead time. Especially, in the last prediction, the HSS and CSI of RAP-Net are obviously

higher than other models. Finally, from Figure 7, we can see that only the RAP-Net model predicts

color regions. It implies that the proposed model predicts better than other models in heavy rainfall

areas. The above three observations jointly confirm that our model is better in high thresholds.

15. In Figures 7 and 9, what is being shown, rain or reflectivity? Please fill in the caption.

Reply: Thanks for your advice. It shows the reflectivity. We have filled the statement in the

caption as follows:



The details can be found in page 13 and 16.



16. In the conclusion (section 5), in future work, could you provide more details on how you

intend to use more layers? What do you think about computational resources and execution time?

Reply: Thanks for your question. In the conclusion section, we have added some details on how

to use more layers to predict radar echo sequence in a single layer as follows:

“Currently, most of existed methods focus on radar echo maps prediction based on a single altitude

layer. The variety and movement of echo not only need to consider the previous sequence in

the same layers but also need to use different altitude layers. Because the hydrometeors not only

happen in the horizontal direction but also act in the vertical direction. For future work, we will

consider integrating other layers' historical information to improve the forecasting. In detail, we

intend to utilize channel attention to exploit the spatiotemporal representations and then integrate

those into the RAP unit. After training, the model can adaptively extract valid spatial information

from different levels. We will perform further experiments on multi-channel RAP-Net based on

multi-layers radar echo images. Besides, by visualization of the similarity matrix in channel

attention, which level is more important for final predictions can be found out.”

The details can be found in line 262 on page 17.

Besides, the problem of computational resources is not urgent to be solved. Because the existing

hardware is enough to support the computational consumption of the above algorithms. As for

large-scale radar echo map predictions, we might introduce some model compression technologies

and save more computational resources. Moreover, for the deep learning-based methods, the

execution time is often short, which is enough to satisfy the time requirement for precipitation

nowcasting. Therefore, we do not add these contents in the conclusion section.


